Blocking best practices?

Chris Wendt
Overview

• Based on feedback Eric provided in an earlier meeting and some experience we have gotten with applying blocking based on new FCC rules around unallocated/unassigned

• Wondering if there would be interest to collaborate on best practices
911/GETS

• Encountered a few issue with PSAPs using invalid numbers for callback/Reverse 911

• We seem to have to test all PSAPs one by one

• Publishing list of ANIs is not going to work (security issue)

• Is there a better way (other than STIR/SHAKEN to validate that the call is coming from 911)?

• GETS seems to be more straight forward there is a set of NPA for that, however is this a hole also until we get to wide support for RPH/STIR?
Blocking for no Calling party number

• Looking for opinions,
  • Would calls that do not have any calling party number qualify for “unallocated” blocking?
  • Should that be qualified by also not having any privacy indicators?